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Reasoning with Natural Language Carlos A. Prolo: DIMAp, UFRN Natal, Aug 2015 TRS Reasoning School NAT@Logic 2015



Summary • "All men are mortal. Socrates is a man. Therefore, Socrates is mortal." This classical example of syllogism, for many attributed to Aristotle, has been used by many authors to illustrate how formal logic systems can be used to model natural language communication. • In this tutorial, although we will indeed acknowledge they constitute one fundamental basis to understand how human language work, we will do it in a very critical, contrarian-like way, showing how logical inference systems break easily when naively applied to natural language reasoning.



Summary • In human dialogs, participants conventionally do not follow straightforwardly the inference models that one could naively try to impose to them. However, strangely enough, they are still aware of these models to different extents. An interesting intertwining between inferential logic, lexical contents, common sense, world knowledge, and other not so clearly understood aspects of language, which govern human communication, are also used in jokes, and give rise to fallacious arguments, misunderstandings, fights, arbitration and, of course, funny robot talking in movies. • The main purpose of this tutorial is to arise in the students a taste for the challenges waiting to be tackled if we want some day to do automated processing of natural language in a minimally interesting way.



Outline



What’s inference in NL • Inference is the ability to draw valid conclusions based on the meaning representation of inputs and its store of background knowledge. • Premises, context of the interaction • Knowledge base of conventional, world and domain specific facts • What does “valid” mean for human reasoning ?



The conventional structure of NLP • NL study is traditionally split into levels of linguistic knowledge, generally considered as forming a hierarchy • • • • • •



Phonetics and Phonology Morphology Syntax Semantics Pragmatics Discourse



Lower levels, relatively easy



Upper levels, much harder



• NLP engineers tend to think of them as independent and treat them as in a pipe in which each task receives input from one level and delivers output to the next level



The conventional structure of NLP • In fact they are interdependent, they cannot be processed standalone • But if you do you can still achieve pretty good results at the lower lovels, which are relatively easy to process. • We could discuss here briefly Part-of-speech taggers and parsers • The higher levels have been very little explored, except perhaps for correference. • General NL Reasoning requires all of them plus world knowledge, common sense.



Semantic Representation • Semantic processing of NL requires access to representations that link the linguistic elements (utterances, sentences) to the non-linguistic “knowledge of the world” • Reasoning is only possible if we have a common ground where these two sources of information can interact.



Semantic Representation: Examples of meaning representation languages • I have a car. • First order logic (FOL) language: ∃e,y Having(e) ^ Haver (e, Speaker) ^ HadThing(e,y) ^ Car(y) • Conceptual Dependency Diagram • Frame-based representations • Semantic Networks • Hole semantics • Minimal recursion semantics (Copestake) • HPS (Pollard & Sag), LFG (Bresnan, Kaplan) • ... • Natural Logic



Semantic Representation: Issues in a meaning representation language • Verifiability • Ambiguity • Canonical form?? • Inference and variables • Expressiveness



Semantic Representation: Issues in a meaning representation language: Verifiability • Meaning representation should be such that it makes possible to match the representation of a sentence and the representation of the world so as to conclude about the validity of statements, obtain answers, etc. • Verifiability relates to allowing a system “to compare the state of affairs described by the representation [e.g., of a sentence, utterance] to the state of afairs in some world as modeled in a knowledge base.



Semantic Representation: Issues in a meaning representation language: Ambiguity • NL is highly ambiguous. • Ocasionally a communicating agent may be unaware of ambiguity that it produces or when interpreting an input. • When it does perceive the ambiguity it must somehow weigh the alternatives and eventually choose one and then produce an unambiguos representation of the intended meaning. • For instance, in: “OK, I have to leave. I need to stop at the bank before my class starts otherwise I’ll have no money for the weekend”. Clearly “bank” is a financial institution. There’s no blinking in making this interpretation. • Still, it´s at least hihly debatable how this should be handled, in the face of such things as continuous polysemy.



Semantic Representation: Issues in a meaning representation language: Ambiguity • However it is not allways the case that we automatically collapse to a unique interpretation. Sometimes the representation must preserve the ambiguity. Here it is appropriate to discuss the following sentence: “I’m having an old friend for dinner”. [Hannibal Lecter to Clarisse in “The silence of the lambs”.]



• What important thing does this tell us about machine translation [or just about translation, such as of movies]?



Semantic Representation: Issues in a meaning representation language: Ambiguity • However it is not allways the case that we automatically collapse to a unique interpretation. Sometimes the representation must preserve the ambiguity. Here it is appropriate to discuss the following sentence: “I’m having an old friend for dinner”. [Hannibal Lecter to Clarisse in “The silence of the lambs”.]



• What important thing does this tell us about machine translation [or just about translation, such as of movies]? • IT IS IMPOSSIBLE, UNFEASIBLE. MOVIES CAN NOT BE [PERFECTLY] TRANSLATED



• This could trigger a lot of discussion about the role of automated reasoning, start from the imperfection of the cognitive processes we want to replicate.



A note on the automatization of cognitive processes • I can’t help inserting this: sometimes implementation of cognive processes in computers should not be more perfect than they are for humans. I would say most times it shouldn’t, in particular related to NL.



A note on the automatization of cognitive processes • I can’t help inserting this: sometimes implementation of cognive processes in computers should not be more perfect than they are for humans. I would say most times it shouldn’t, in particular related to NL. • Compare arithmetic ...: “I want to buy a $1,000.00 bike. I have $857,00. Mom can hand be $315,00. That would be enaugh.”



A note on the automatization of cognitive processes • I can’t help inserting this: sometimes implementation of cognive processes in computers should not be more perfect than they are for humans. I would say most times it shouldn’t, in particular related to NL. • Compare arithmetic ...: “I want to buy a $1,000.00 bike. I have $857,00. Mom can hand be $315,00. That would be enaugh.” Computers and humans handle this different and it doesn’ matter.



A note on the automatization of cognitive processes • I can’t help inserting this: sometimes implementation of cognive processes in computers should not be more perfect than they are for humans. I would say most times it shouldn’t, in particular related to NL. • Compare arithmetic ...: “I want to buy a $1,000.00 bike. I have $857,00. Mom can hand be $315,00. That would be enaugh.” • ... with embedding of some kinds of relative clauses: “The egg the chicken my dog ate laid broke”



A note on the automatization of cognitive processes • I can’t help inserting this: sometimes implementation of cognive processes in computers should not be more perfect than they are for humans. I would say most times it shouldn’t, in particular related to NL. • Compare arithmetic ...: “I want to buy a $1,000.00 bike. I have $857,00. Mom can hand be $315,00. That would be enaugh.” • ... with embedding of some kinds of relative clauses: “The egg [the chicken [my dog ate]] laid] broke” Computers and humans cannot handle this differently



Semantic Representation: Issues in a meaning representation language: canonical form??? • There are many different ways to saying [approximately?] the same thing. For example [Jurafsky & Martin]: • • • •



Does Maharani have vegetarian dishes? Do they have vegetarian food at Maharani? Are vegetarian dishes served at Maharani? Does Maharani serve vegetarian fare?



• Due: • Word sense similarity (“word sense” and not “word similarity”  Lexical semantics • Different [related] syntactic structures to express the same “deep structure” • More complex similarity patterns either lexical, syntactic, idioms ...



• We need a canonical form ... Really?



Semantic Representation: Issues in a meaning representation language: canonical form??? • Why the question marks in “canonical form???” above? • Many have realized that its not so simple to impose canonical forms in face of, say, varying degrees of similarity. • Natural Logic (NLOG) proposes a meaning representation schema in which the lexical items in the surface structure of sentences, utterances are the objects in the representation language. • Therefore there is no canonical form. • Similarity is calculated on the fly whenever needed in a controlled exploratory process. Inference? Wel ... maybe ... • Metrics of similarity should be devised. • Worth mentioning: Wordnet, Beth Levin’s verb classes. All of them discrete based on finite possibilities ...  • Also discuss synonymy, hypernymy/hyponymy, similarity of word senses, substitutability in different contexts ...



Semantic Representation: Issues in a meaning representation language: Inference • Inference is clearly the central issue in NL understanding • Inference is the ability to draw valid conclusions based on the meaning representation of inputs and its store of background knowledge. • Premises, context of the interaction • Knowledge base of conventional, world and domain specific facts • What does “valid” mean for human reasoning ?



• For instance it generalizes the notions discussed under canonical form, passing through similarity, hyponymy and go much beyond in ways that cannot be predicted syntactically



Semantic Representation: Issues in a meaning representation language: Inference • Inference in NL does not work the same way as in mathematics • Some forms of inference in NL • exact deduction is just a special case • subsumption: specific implies general • abduction (modus ponens in the wrong direction, Hobbs 1993)



• Inference in NL is highly approximate, you just have to be “convincing”. • In fact reality is approximate. Every judgement about real things is approximate. A judge convicts a defendant based on ... probable cause! People have an enourmous difficulty to rationalize this obvious thing!!! Everything in NL reasoning is based on beliefs based on projections of world knowledge, argumentation, convincement, etc., how tired you are ...



Semantic Representation: Issues in a meaning representation language: Inference: Abduction • AB, A ----------B



This is modus ponens



If birds can fly and you are a bird, then you can fly



Semantic Representation: Issues in a meaning representation language: Inference: Abduction • AB, A ----------This is modus ponens B • AB, ¬B ------------- This is modus tolens, modus ponens counterpositive ¬A • If birds can fly and you cannot fly, well, then you are not a bird (or else, you may be a penguin, but let’s keep that option off the table)



Semantic Representation: Issues in a meaning representation language: Inference: Abduction • AB, A ----------B



This is modus ponens



• AB, ¬B ------------¬A



This is modus tolens, modus ponens counterpositive



• AB, B ----------B



This is ABDUCTION, a badness that students do a lot.



[just to make sure we synchronize: this is *not* a valid inference rule!]



Semantic Representation: Issues in a meaning representation language: Inference: Abduction • AB, A ----------B



This is modus ponens



• AB, ¬B ------------¬A



This is modus tolens, modus ponens counterpositive



• AB, B AB, ¬A ----------- OR ------------A ¬B



This is ABDUCTION, a badness that students do a lot.



Yes, birds can fly ... But you are *NOT* a bird! Uh ... then, of course you cannot fly! Or can you?



Semantic Representation: Issues in a meaning representation language: Inference: Abduction • AB, A ----------This is modus ponens B • AB, ¬B ------------- This is modus tolens, modus ponens counterpositive ¬A • AB, B AB, ¬A ----------- OR ------------- This is ABDUCTION A ¬B • Well the point is that people use abduction a lot in NL reasoning. Even if it is not logically sound. (That is probably why students inccur in that error.) • People use abduction • sometimes mistakenly as a wrong rule of inference (as in the previous slide) • but most times legitimately as a search for a “reason”, for a “cause” [to be later evaluated]



• Hobbs et al 1993.



Pragmatics, Common sense, World Knowledge • How language works in practice, what are the consequences of speech acts, what is beyond literal meaning that affets communication. • speach acts, implicature, interaction (dialogues, conversation, emails) • [Grice] Implicatures: “meanings” that are not explicitly conveyed in what is said (that is, not [conventionally] entailed by the literal meaning). • Do you know what time is it? Can you pass me the salt?



Pragmatics: Grice, Grice maxims, cooperative principle • [Grice, 1975] "Make your contribution such as it is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged.“ • In fact it DESCRIBES (not prescribes) how communication works. • Speakers [generally] observe the cooperative principle. • Listeners expect the speakers to be cooperative.



• Grice’s conversational maxims • • • •



Maxim of Quality Maxim of Quantity Maxim of Relevance Maxim of Manner



Pragmatics: Grice maxims [this was taken from the Wikipedia, it is worth reading the paper] • Maxim of Quality: Try to make your contribution one that is true • Do not say what you believe to be false. • Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence.



• Maxim of Quantity: • Make your contribution as informative as is required (for the current purposes of the exchange). • Do not make your contribution more informative than is required.



• Maxim of Relevance: Be Relevant • Maxim of Manner: Be perspicuous [able to give an account or express an idea clearly] • • • •



Avoid obscurity of expression. Avoid ambiguity. Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity). Be orderly.



• [Related to Discourse coherence]



Pragmatics: Grice, Grice maxims, cooperative principle • Crucially, listeners expect speakers to be cooperative and to follow Grice maxims • When they don’t, listeners don’t follow and look for alternative interpretations. • Listeners reason about the speakers utterances assuming that they are being Gricean. The may alter complectely there assumptions about the conversation trying to fit you in the Gricean principle. • When a speaker is not Gricean that gives rise to: • Jokes!!! Most jokes involve non-Gricean behaviour and ambiguity. • Imperfect communication, that does not go through.



• Robots are not likely to be Gricean as listeners



New: Grice explains everything • Listener expects speaker to be collaborative • Ivan: “... haverá um ciclo de palestras ... amanhã 14h50-16h00... • Lucélio: “Ecelente iniciativa Ivan. Pena ter ocorrido o choque com a palestra da professora da Espanha” (BTI email list, May 13, 2014) • “choque” means ...???



New: Grice explains everything • Listener expects speaker to be collaborative • Ivan: “... there will be a set of lectures ... tomorrow 14h50-16h00...” • Lucélio: “ Ecelente initiave Ivan. Pitty the shock with the Spanish invited speaker” (adapted from BTI email list, May 13, 2014) • Discuss the interpretation of the second e-mail. How does Grice apply here?



World knowledge • Includes things that people know about life: the Common Sense • An important component are the notions of shared/mutual knowledge • what we believe everybody knows, also domain specific knowledge shared in a community • what the conversational agents know about each other knowledges • Consider the following humourous (?) situation:



JM has been insisting that you could have 2 slots in the TRS School of Logic You have been consistently opposing the ideia saying you need only one slot Close to the day of the presentation you realize you might be in the need of the 2 slots Then you turn to JM with people around and say: “Why didn’t you give two slots?” We can fill in here with some nose punching or shouting ... Notice that JM know, you know, you know that JM knows, JM knows that you know, you know that JM knows that you know ... You and JM share this countable union of facts!! • Now observe that you and JM have a mutual knowledge not shared with the people around. • • • • • •



New: Inference pays a toll • Joshi, Kuhn, Weinstein: connection between changes in immediate focus and the



complexity of inferences required to integrate a representation of the meaning of an individual utterance into a representation of the meaning of the discourse



• Gross, Joshi, Weinstein: We examine the interactions between local coherence and



choices of referring expressions, and argue that differences in coherence correspond in part to the different demands for inference made by different types of referring expressions, given a particular attentional state



New: Inference pays a toll • Me: Universal instantiation: • Premisse: for all x P(x) • Conclusion: P(a) for any constant a



• Now consider the following conversation [actually a monologue]: • You wrote this document to preclude external faculty members from joining the PGPP, right? [Now assume that it is common knowledge that Beth is an external faculty member that is applying to join the PGPP]



• So, you want to preclude Beth from joining, right?



• Maybe one explanation for this is:



• Cooperative principles do not allow you to infer intention of something specific from something more general. • The speaker knows that, the listener knows that. • But the speaker also knows the one statement follows logically from the other • And the uses it among its arguments somewhat irrationally



Current trend in NLP: Textual Inference • FOL or NLOG? • Naive: Inference by computing similarity measures of sentences, from similarity between words, using synonymy, homonymy, sharing of word senses [Wordnet, Levin’s verb classes] • Concern with non-monotonicity: negative polarity words and how they are affected by contexts of intensional verbs, quantifiers, etc. • Strongly based on lexical semantics, statistical approaches gaining ground • Inference explorations by approximation [entailment of something “similar”]. • Bill MacCartney and Chris Manning’s NATLOG • Schubert´s EPILOG



Let’s watch some movies!!! • The bicentenial man • House, M.D., Season 3, Episode 24 • Piece of telephone conversation from the Silence of the lambs



Conclusion • To be successfull in your approaches for NLP [in machines], in the long term, at the higher levels of understanding, you should watch closely and understand the cognitive processes involved in NLP by humans. • Although traditional concepts and tools for logic and inference [that rule in mathematical and computer artificial domains] have a place in NLP there needs to be understood that NL does not conform to them. • Therefore in the long road of challenges of NLP, a principal one is to develop adequate theories of NL meaning representation and inference, algorithmically treatable, specifically designed to fit the observed cognitive processes involved in NLP by humans.



References and Bibliography • Jurafsky, Daniel & Martin, James H. Speech and language Processing. 2ed. Pearson, 2009. • Hobbs, J. R.; Stickel, M.E.; Appelt, D.E.; and Martin, P. Interpretation as abduction. Artificial Intelligence, 63, 69-142, 1993. • MacCartney Bill. Natural Language Inference. Ph.D. dissertation. Stanford, 2009.
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